
More information about the data pack can be found in the MIRISim_data_pack.pdf  document provided with the FITS files
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Abstract:
MIRISim is a simulator package designed to simulate photon propagation through MIRI. It has been written in python and 
delivers detector images consistent with the expected on orbit performance. The outputs of MIRISim are consistent with 
the MIRI sensitivity model, and return the same uncalibrated data format that will be made available to JWST observers. 
All relevant metadata are included to be able to ingest the outputs of MIRISim into the JWST calibration pipeline being 
developed by STScI.
Below is a description of the information contained in the data pack, and a more general description of MIRISim itself.

MIRISim Data Pack

MIRISim: Imager, MRS and LRS

MIRISim Target Input:

A combination of point and extended sources were 
used for each light path, with a larger sample of point 
source objects used for the Imager than for the MRS.

MIRISim Settings:

*  2 exposures, 3 integrations, 5 frames
 *  'Beginning of life' transmission coefficients

Simulated effects & noise sources:

 *  Transmission coefficients
 *  Photon Conversion Efficiencies
 *  MRS Distortion
 *  MRS Wavelength corrections
 *  MRS PSF
 *  Read Noise
 *  Cosmic Rays
 *  Pixel Flats
 *  and many other effects captured in the
     MIRI calibration data products (CDPs) 

Scene Generator

Simulation 'Conductor'

Illumination Model Generators
(imager, gratings, prisms, distortions)

Detector

MIRI and MIRISim:

MIRISim was designed to simulate data from the MIRI instrument on the JWST. MIRI is 
comprised of twos detectors with the ability to capture images, low resolution and medium 
resolution spectra. Additionally, there are coronographs for use with the imager.  
Instrumental effects from photon conversion efficiencies to diffractions through the 
spectrometers to read/shot noise (etc.) of the sensor chip assembly are reproduced by 
MIRISim. This gives the user a sense of what the instrument is capable of and returns data 
with the same format as the uncalibrated data coming from the telescope.

The user can supply MIRISim with inputs to create an astronomical ‘scene’ for MIRISim to 
interpret, parse and simulate. The user specifies a target scene (with RA, DEC, and spatial/
spectral intensities) either through an input FITS cube or using the in-built scene generator. 
The user must also further specify the required observing setup (e.g. imaging/spectroscopy, 
filter/sub-band, number of integrations, dithers, etc). The end result is a set of detector 
images representative of the outputs of the IFU or imager (including LRS spectrometer). The 
detector images are then ready for processing by the JWST pipeline.

MIRISim Development & Implementation:

MIRISim is being developed in python, can be used either within a python environment, or in 
stand-alone mode at the command line. As such, MIRISim is scriptable and its outputs are 
reproducible.

The user interacts with MIRISim through a number of text files (with the same syntax as that 
used for the STScI developed JWST pipeline) which setup the astronomical scene and the 
instrument configuration.

MIRISim is currently undergoing final testings before its initial public release

User Input
(e.g. text files,

 FITS files)

FITS files with telemetry
(e.g. Ready for JWST Pipeline)

Generalised description of the components and data flow through MIRISim:

The input text file is read into the conductor, and the scene generator either creates a scene or 
parses the input text/FITS file. individual frame/integration/exposures are created for each dither 
position from which detector illumination models are created. Detector effects and realistic noise 
sources are then added to the illumination models to produce the final detector images.

MIRISim FITS Outputs:

 * SkyCube (MRS only)
     * gridded representation of input targets
     * covering wavelength range of specified MRS sub-channel
 * Illumination model 
     * illum_model*.fits
     * light projected onto the detector after being filtered/dispersed
 *  Detector image
     * det_image*.fits
     * Consistent with what will come down from JWST
        * 'Level 1B' data 
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